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The purpose of this article is to give a geometric interpretation of the mean cur- 
vature cohomology class (when it exists) in the setting of foliations on Riemannian 
manifolds. This is of interest because when the mean curvature cohomology exists, it 
is always basic (see Lemma 1.3(b) b 1 e ow and so the results of the paper give ex- ) 
plicit geometric interpretations to this basic cohomology class. Now basic cohomology 
has been discussed by many authors [23,11,5]. The basic mean curvature cohomology 
class is of special interest and Kamber and Tondeur have proven deep results when 
this class exists. (See [14,15,27]). M ore recently, Nishikawa and Tondeur [18,19], Aoki 
and Yorozu [2] and Yorozu and Tanemura [28] h ave established interesting results on 
transverse infinitesimal automorphisms of harmonic foliations (i.e. foliations whose as- 
sociated mean curvature one-form vanishes). In this case the leaves of the foliation are 
minimal submanifolds of the ambient manifold. 
Essentially, our results say that when the mean curvature one-form IC. associated with 
a transversely oriented foliation V on an oriented Riemannian manifold is a closed 
one-form, then the leaf component of the bracket product of two basic vector fields has 
special geometric properties along the leaf. These geometric properties are independent 
of the particular choice of representative of this basic mean curvature cohomology class 
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and so can be said to have been captured by this basic cohomology class. We do not 
require that either K or the cohomology class represented by R, [K], vanish, although 
our results will certainly be true in these special cases. 
Specifically, let X and Y be basic vector fields and let V[X,Y] denote the leaf 
component of their bracket product. If the mean curvature one-form K is closed, then 
V[X,Y] must leave invariant the induced volume form of a leaf V (Theorem 2.1). 
Moreover, if V[X,Y] is an infinitesimal conformal transformation along a plaque of a 
leaf, then in the presence of a closed mean curvature one-form n, V[X, Y] must collapse 
to an infinitesimal isometry along the plaque (Theorem 3.1). 
In the case when the leaves of V inherit a complex structure induced from a tensor 
of type (1,1) on M, when the metric on M restricted to the leaves of V is Kahler, 
and when basic vector fields respect that complex structure in the sense defined be- 
low, then for basic vector fields X and Y defined in a neighborhood U of a compact 
leaf L, one has that V[X,Y] restricted to L is an infinitesimal automorphism of the 
complex structure of L. This infinitesimal automorphism of the complex structure of L 
becomes an infinitesimal isometry on L when the mean curvature one-form n is closed 
(Theorem 4.2). It should be noted that we do not require that the ambient manifold 
be Kahler or even a complex manifold. 
For these results it is not required that the foliation be bundle-like with respect to 
the metric on the ambient Riemannian manifold. If one does impose this additional 
requirement, some further results can be obtained. In the case of umbilic foliations 
(bundle-lik e o a ions with totally umbilic leaves) this has already been discussed [lo], f li t 
since the normal curvature cohomology class is a constant multiple of the mean curva- 
ture cohomology class. For an arbitrary bundle-like foliation it can be shown that for 
X and Y basic, V[X, Y] also leaves invariant the volume form of the ambient manifold 
(Theorem 2.1(3’)). 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge Professor Grant Cairns who asked in a letter [6] 
whether or not formula (3) of [lo] ( see formula (2) below) had any geometric appli- 
cations, and who also criticized a badly formed conjecture made by the author in the 
first draft of this paper. At the time this author thought that the result was principally 
technical but is pleased to have since found out differently. The author also wishes 
to thank his colleague Professor Barry Berlin of the Communications Department of 
Canisius College for the loan of the Macintosh Portable on which the text of this paper 
was written. He also wishes to thank Tina Romance who put the text into d&-T@. 
1. Preparatory material 
Throughout this paper we assume that everything is at least of class C”, unless 
stated otherwise. We assume that all compact manifolds are without boundary. Let V 
be a C” foliation of leaf dimension p and codimension Q on an oriented Riemannian 
manifold of dimension n = p + q. Then locally V can be described by a family of C” 
submersions fa : U, - fey ( Ua) c Rq , where {U, 1 a E A} is a maximal atlas on M sub- 
ject to the following compatibility conditions: for every p’ E A4 with p’ E U, n Up, there 
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is some neighborhood UP, of p’ in y and a diffeomorphism C& : fa( Up,) - fp( Upl) so 
that for every q’ E UP,, fp(4’) = (#& o fa)(q’). Iwe require that #& = c#$~ o c#& when- 
ever this makes sense, &, = identity, and q5sLI = +& on fQ(UP, II U,,). (See [17, pp. 
a-31). If U is an open subset of M, a plaque is defined as the connected component of 
U n L, where L is a leaf of the foliation. 
If (. , .) denotes the Riemannian metric on M, then (. , .> determines a distribution H 
in the tangent bundle of 44, T(M), which is orthogonal to the integrable distribution 
V and such that at each point p’ E M, T,,(M) = VP, + H,,. Let E be a vector field 
on M. When there is no danger of confusion, we denote by VE the projection of E 
onto V. Thus, VE denotes the V component of E. If VE = E we say E is vertical. 
Similarly, HE denotes the projection of E onto H. If HE = E, we say E is horizontal 
It should be noted that a vector field W defined on some open set U of M is vertical 
on U, i.e. W E V,I for all p’ E U if fa*p, W = 0 for all p’ E U. At each p’ E M, 
HP! = (ker fa.&,,l c p’ T (M), where I denotes the orthogonal complement. 
We say the foliation V is bundle-Zilce with respect to the metric (. , .) on M or that the 
metric (. , .) is bundle-like with respect to the foliation V, provided the submersions fat 
given above are each Riemanniun submersions, that is the metric (. , .) restricted to the 
distribution H is locally given by the pullback by fa of some metric (+ , -), defined on 
fa(Ua>. (See [20,22].) W e will not in general assume that our foliation V is bundle-like 
but will need to make that assumption for some specialized results in the paper. 
A horizontal vector field X on U, is f,-basic provided fa* is a well defined vector 
field on f,(Ucy). The following is well known. See [7]. 
Lemma 1.1. A horizontal vector field X on U, n Ub is f,-basic if and only if it is 
fp- basic. 
As a result of this Lemma we can speak of X simply as a basic vector field on an 
open set U or on M. The following appears in [8]. 
Lemma 1.2. a) If X is basic and V is vertical, then [X, V] is vertical. 
b) If X and Y are basic on some open set U or on M, then H[X, Y] is basic and 
far*H[X, Y] = [fa*X, fcy*Y] on each U, n U or on each Ua, respectively. 
For 0 ,< r < q, a differential r-form u on M is basic provided it is locally the pullback 
of a differential r-form C, on fo(U,) by the submersion fO. It is easy to see that if c 
on U, n Up is locally the pullback of u, by fn, it is also locally the pullback of some 
VP by fp. In particular, a real valued function 4 is basic on an open set U, , provided 
d = dcPfa 7 where & is a real valued function defined on fti(Ucy). It is easy to see that 
q5 is a basic real valued function if and only if WC#J = d+(W) = 0, for every vertical 
vector field W. A one-form c on M is horizontal provided there is a horizontal vector 
field X on M so that for all vector fields E on M, r(E) = (X, E). 
Lemma 1.3. a) If u is a basic one-form, then for all vertical vector fields W and for 
all horizontal fields Y, du( W, Y) = 0. 
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b) If u is a horizontal one-form and dcr(W, Y) = 0 f or all vertical W and basic Y, 
then u is a basic one-form. 
Hence, any closed horizontal one-form is a basic one-form. 
Proof. Part a) is immediate. Lemma 1.3 b) is part of Lemma 1.7 of [lo]. The re- 
sult there is stated under the added hypothesis that the foliation is bundle-like with 
respect to the metric. As pointed out in a footnote of [lo] the bundle-like hypothe- 
sis is unnecessary. In fact, the proof given there goes through without that additional 
hypothesis. Cl 
Denote by D the Levi-Civita connection on h4 with respect to the Riemannian metric 
(.,.). Let {Vl,Vz ,... V,} denote a vertical local orthonormal frame of the integrable 
distribution V. Throughout this paper we will use the following summation convention: 
C; denotes summation over { 1,2,. . . ,p}, where p is the leaf dimension. Then we define 
the mean curvature one-form rc. on M as follows: For any vector field E on M, 
K(E) = (C,HD$& E). (1) 
Following the convention of Besse [4, p. 2431 and Kamber and Tondeur [14, p. 1081, 
we suppress the factor (l/p). W e are now in a position to state the formula which will 
form the basis of the work presented in this paper. 
Theorem 1.4. Let V be a transversely oriented foliation on an oriented Riemannian 
manifold M with Riemannian metric (. , .). Suppose X and Y are basic vector fields 
either on some open set U or on M. Then at each p’ of U or of M respectively, the 
following formula obtains: 
dK(X,Y) = - divL V[X,Y], (2) 
where L is the leaf of V containing p’ and divL V[X,Y] denotes the divergence along 
L of V[X,Y]. If additionally, the Riemannian metric (. , .) is bundle-like with respect 
to V , then: 
dn(X,Y) = - divM V[X,Y], 
where divM V[X,Y] denotes the divergence of V[X,Y] on M. 
(2’) 
Proof. The lengthy proof of this fundamental formula was given in detail in the Ap- 
pendix of [lo, pp. 403-4071. (2’) f 0 11 ows from [lo, formula (3*), p. 4071. Cl 
We finish this section with an easy result that follows almost immediately from 
Theorem 1.4. 
Proposition 1.5. Let V be a transversely oriented foliation on an oriented Riemann- 
ian manifold M. Suppose X and Y are basic vector fields defined on an open set U of 
M or on all of M. Assume that K or dn(X, Y) is basic. Then, divL V[X,Y] is constant 
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along the plaques of the leaves of V. If X and Y are defined on a neighborhood U of 
a leaf L, then in fact, divL V[X,Y] is constant on all of L. 
Proof. This result follows from formula (2) of Theorem 1.4 and the fact that 6 or 
drc(X,Y) is basic implies divb V[X,Y] will be constant on plaques. Cl 
2. Lie invariance 
Denote by w the volume form on the leaves of V induced from the Riemannian 
metric (. , .) on M. (See [13,25].) Th en w is a differential form of degree p on M. In 
what follows we will be restricting w to a leaf or a plaque of a leaf of V. Since there is 
no danger of confusion, we will denote the restriction of w to such a plaque also by w. 
Let s1 denote the volume form on A4 induced from the Riemannian metric (. , .). We 
are now prepared to state the first result of this section, which shows that w and fl 
have remarkable properties. Under the other assumptions, the properties below hold in 
the special case when the leaves are minimalizable ([K] = 0). 
Theorem 2.1. Let V be a transversely oriented foliation on an oriented Riemannian 
manifold M. Suppose that the mean curvature one-form K associated with the foliation 
V is a closed one-form. Then n is a basic one-form and for any basic vector fields X 
and Y defined on some open set U of M or on M itself and on any plaque of or leaf 
of V where V[X,Y] is defined one has that: 
k[X,Y]W = 0, (3) 
where C is the Lie derivative along a leaf L of V. Thus, the local one-parameter group 
of local difleomorphisms of a plaque of V generated by V[X, Y], leaves invariant the 
induced volume form of a plaque. Moreover, this geometric property is independent 
of the particular choice of representative of the basic cohomology class [K]. In fact, if 
; 
* = IC. + da where u is a basic function on M, then K+is the mean curvature one- 
orm associated with the metric e-(21r)a(. , .) and the local one parameter group of local 
difleomorphisms of the plaque of V generated by V[X,Y] leaves invariant the volume 
form of the plaque induced by the conformally altered metric e-(2/r)“(. , .). 
Further if the foliation V is bundle-like with respect to the original metric (. , .), then 
one has additionally that: 
(3’) 
As before, this geometric property is independent of the particular choice of represen- 
tative of the basic cohomology class [K]. Thus, the local one-parameter group of local 
diffeomorphisms of M generated by V[X, Y] leaves invariant a*, the volume element 
of M associated with the conformally altered metric corresponding to the chosen rep- 
resentative of [K]. 
If V is bundle-like with respect to (. , .) and either (i) M itself is compact or (ii) 
the leaves of V are compact, then if K is basic IC is closed, and the above geometric 
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properties persist. Moreover, if K* = K + da where (T is a basic function on M, then 
V is bundle-like with respect to the conformally altered metric e--(2/P)u(. , .) associated 
with the mean curvature one-form K*. 
Proof. If K is closed, K is basic by Lemma 1.3 (b). Since Cvlx,ylw =divL V[X,Y]w, 
one sees that formula (3) follows immediately from formula (2) above and the fact that 
n is closed. Similarly, formula (3’) f o 11 ows from (2’) above and the fact that n is closed. 
Suppose fi is the Levi-Civita connection of the new metric e-(2/p)u(. , .), where 0 is 
a basic real valued function on M. Then for any vector fields E and F on M one has: 
DEF = DEF + (E+)F + (F4)E - (E, F) grad4 
where 4 = (-l/p)o. 
(4) 
Clearly, d, is basic because Q is basic. In particular, if {VI, I.$,. . . , VP} is a local ortho- 
normal frame for V with respect to the original metric, then {e-d&, e-$V2,. . . , e-bVp} 
is a local orthonormal frame for V with respect to the new metric e2’#‘(. , +) = e--(2/p)a 
(. , .). It follows from (4) and the usual rules for covariant differentiation that 
Hfi~,_+,l(e-~K) = e-24{HDv;V; - gradd}, for 1 6 i < p. (5) 
Noting that grad 4 is horizontal because 4 is basic, one uses the definition of the mean 
curvature one-form given in (1) and the relation (5) to show that the mean curvature 
one-form associated with the metric e2b(. , +) is given by the differential one-form, 
K - d(pqb) = rc - d(p(-l/p)a) = K -+ da (6) 
which equals K* by definition, so K* is the mean curvature one-form associated with 
e--(2/P)b(. , .) as claimed. If w is the volume form of the leaves induced from the original 
metric (. , .) on M, then the volume form induced on the plaque of the leaves of V 
from the new metric e24(. , .) = e--(2/p)a(. , .) is given by ep4w = e_Ow as can be easily 
calculated using the the local coordinate expression for a volume element using the 
components of the metric tensor, as in [3, formula (IS), p. 261. But since u is basic, 
e-O is basic, and so one has by (3) and the usual formulas for Lie differentiation: 
J%T[X,Y](e -“w) = {V[X,Y](eWa)}w t e-6Cv1X,ylw = 0, 
and thus, the local one-parameter group of local diffeomorphims along a plaque leaves 
invariant the volume form for a plaque induced from the conformally altered metric 
e-t2/PIa(. , .). 
Suppose now that the metric (. , .) is bundle-like for the foliation V. Then, since 
e--(2/P)0 is basic, one sees that e-(2/p)a(. , .) ’ b 1s un e 1 dl -1’k e as can be shown directly by 
changing the metric (+ , .)a on fm(Ua) to ea(2’p)u(. , .)a, where u = ua o fm and where 
ua is defined on fa( Ua) and by applying the definition of bundle-like metric given in 
Section 1. A completely analogous argument to the one above shows in the bundle-like 
case that if 0* denotes the volume element associated with the conformally altered 
metric then 
hqx,Yp* = 0. (7’) 
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If we assume additionally in the bundle-like case, that # is basic and M is compact, 
then # is closed by the Kamber-Tondeur result [15]. 
Suppose now the metric (. , .) is bundle-like and each of the leaves of V is compact. 
We want to show that rc. is closed under these assumptions. To see this observe since rc. 
is basic d&(V, W) = 0 for any vertical vector fields V and W as can be easily checked. 
By Lemma 1.3 (a) d@V,Y) = 0 f or any vertical field W and basic field Y, since # is 
basic. So it remains to show that at each p’ of M, &(X1,X2) = 0 for any horizontal 
vectors Xr and X2 at p’. To see this we observe that because (. , .) is bundle-like and 
each of the leaves of V is compact, the foliation holonomy is finite by [24] and so by 
the Reeb stability theorem [17, p. 171, there is a saturated neighborhood U and a finite 
covering map h : L* x DQ - U, where D is the open unit disk in Rq so that each leaf 
of the induced foliation V* on L* x IP is given by L* x {q’}, where q’ E Dq. 
Then since (. , .) is bundle-like and the foliation holonomy of V* is trivial, the induced 
bundle-like metric on V* is given by a Riemannian submersion T : L’ x D - D’ 
by [9], although the horizontal distribution H* on L* x Dq will not in general coincide 
with the obvious direct summand T(P) determined by the product structure. 
Suppose p’ = h(l’, q’) where (I’, q’) E L* x Dq . Let X,# and X,# in Hir, q,J correspond 
to Xr and X2 at p’. Then using the Riemannian submersion ?r, we can extend X,# and 
X,# to a family of basic vector fields Xl* and X2* defined on all of L* x D’. Clearly, 
qx1, x2> = d(h*4(Xl*, X2*>, h w ere h*K is the induced mean curvature one-form 
associated with the bundle-like foliation V*. Since the leaf of V* passing through (I’, q’) 
is compact oriented and without boundary, formula (2) and the divergence theorem 
imply that d(h*K)(Xl*, X2*) = 0, and hence dn(Xr,Xz) = 0 and this proves K is 
closed. The rest of the theorem follows immediately from what was already proven 
under the assumption that rc. was closed. Cl 
The following result gives a sufficient geometric condition for the mean curvature 
one-form IC. to be closed, assuming n is basic. Note, we do not require A4 or the leaves 
of V to be compact. 
Theorem 2.2. Let M be an oriented Riemannian manifold with transversely oriented 
foliation V. Suppose one of the following two conditions obtains: 
i) If X is any basic vector field on M, ,CXW = 0 where w is the p form on M which 
when restricted to a leaf of V is its volume form. 
ii) V is bundle-like with respect to the metric (. , .) and for any basic vector field X, 
Lx0 = 0, where !2 is the induced volume form on M. 
If(i) or (ii) obtains, then K basic implies K is closed. 
Proof. We will establish the result only under assumption (i), since a similar argument 
shows the result under assumption (ii). For X and Y basic on some open set U of M, 
o = c[X,yJw = lH[x,y]w + &[x,Y]~. 
Now H[X, Y] is basic, so lH[~,y] w = 0 by our assumption. Hence, along a plaque of U, 
0 = Lvlx,ylw = divL V[X, Y]w. 
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Thus, divL V[X,Y] = 0. This means by (2) a ove that &(X,Y) = 0. By Lemma 1.3(a) b 
d#(W,X) = 0 f or all vertical W and basic X when IE is basic. Now drc(Wr,Wz) = 0 
for all vertical IV, and I+‘2 since IC. is a horizontal one-form and so we see that IC. basic 
implies n closed under the assumption (i). Cl 
Remark 2.3. Note the proof of Theorem 2.2 immediately implies that if the horizontal 
one-form K is basic and &(X, Y) = 0 for all basic X and Y, then K. is closed. This holds 
in general for a transversely oriented foliation on an oriented Riemannian manifold. 
That r~ and #* given above are cohomologous is essentially given by Kamber and 
Tondeur in [14]. We include a variant here for the reader’s convenience and because, 
quite frankly, we like using formula (4). As pointed out above Kamber and Tondeur 
also showed that when the metric (. , .) is bundle-like, if K is basic then IC, is closed, 
provided M is compact. A more leisurely exposition of this fundamental fact is found 
in Tondeur’s beautiful monograph [27, p. 150-1511. Kamber and Tondeur achieve this 
result by using a filtration argument coupled with Stokes’ theorem. Our approach 
above allows M to be non-compact provided each of the leaves of V is compact and 
exploits in a crucial way formula (2). F or recent progress on the tautness conjecture 
for Riemannian foliations, see [l, p. 1641. 
3. Results on certain local infinitesimal conformal fields 
We are now ready to state another application of our fundamental formula (2). What 
is pleasant about this result is that formula (2) yields two separate geometric results. 
Theorem 3.1. Let V be a transversely oriented foliation on an oriented Riemannian 
manifold M. Suppose that for basic vector fields X and Y defined either on an open 
set U of M or on M itself, V[X,Y] is an infinitesimal conformal transformation when 
restricted to the plaques of the leaves (or the leaves of V) where V[X, Y] is defined. 
a) If PC* = K+da, where r~ is the mean curvature one-form associated with the metric 
(. , +) and where u is a basic function on M, then V[X, Y] remains an infinitesimal 
conformal transformation on the plaques with respect to the conformally altered metric 
e-(2/P)a (. , .) w h ose associated mean curvature one-form is IC*. 
b) If d&(X, Y) is basic, then V[X,Y] is an infinitesimal homothetic conformal trans- 
formation on the plaques and V[X,Y] remains an infinitesimal homothetic conformal 
transformation with respect to the altered metric above whose associated mean curva- 
ture one-form is K*. 
c) If the mean curvature one-form K associated with the Riemannian metric is 
closed, it is basic and V[X,Y] is an infinitesimal isometry when restricted to these 
plaques. In fact, if n+ = n + du, where o is a basic function defined on M, then 
V[X,Y] is an infinitesimal isometry with respect to the conformally altered metric 
e-(2/P)O (. , .) w h ose associated mean curvature one-form is K*. Suppose V is bundle- 
like with respect to the metric (. , .) on M. Suppose further, either (i) M is compact or 
(ii) all the leaves of V are compact. Then if the associated mean curvature one-form 
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n is basic, it is closed and the metric given above whose associated meun curvature 
one-form is K* = K + da will also be a bundle-like metric for V. 
Proof. If V and W are vertical vector fields, and V[X, Y] is an infinitesimal conformal 
transformation along the plaques of V with respect to the original metric, then V[X, Y] 
satisfies: 
PvVP, Yl, W + (V, &VW% Yl) = P/P) dh WK YIP, JV (8) 
(Note: the induced connection on a plaque is given by VD but we can use D be- 
cause V, W and V[X,Y] are all vertical). By Goldberg [12, p. 1071, if the infini- 
tesimal conformal transformation V[X, Y] h as constant divergence divL V[X,Y] on 
a plaque, then V[X,Y] is an infinitesimal homothetic conformal transformation on a 
plaque (Goldberg’s divergence differs from ours by a sign). But Corollary 1.5 guaran- 
tees that divL V[X,Y] is constant on plaques under the assumptions of(b). By another 
result from [12, p. 1071, if divL V[X,Y] = 0, then V[X,Y] is an infinitesimal isometry 
on the plaques. But when IC. is closed (2) immediately implies that this divergence is 
zero. Thus, the geometric properties of (b) and (c) associated with the original metric 
obtain. Suppose as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 D represents the Levi-Civita connection 
of the metric e24(. , .) = e- (2/P)0(. , .). Then by formula (4) above we see for any vertical 
vector field IV, 
V&V[X,Y] = VDwV[X,Y], (9) 
where D is the Levi-Civita connection of (. , .). (9) holds because grad 4 is basic in (4) 
and because vertical vector fields annhilate basic functions. Without assuming K is basic 
or closed, we know if K* = K + da where cr is basic on M, then dK*(X,Y) = dK(X,Y) 
and so by formula (2) the divergence of V[X, Y] along a plaque of V remains unchanged 
as we alter the metric conformally in the above fashion. It follows from (8) and (9) 
that: 
e24(DvV[X, Y], W) + e24(V,DwV[X,Y]) 
= (2/v> dh W[X, Yl>e24W, W, 
00) 
(See [21, p. 1731). Thus, V[X,Y] remains an infinitesimal conformal transformation 
or an infinitesimal homothetic conformal transformation or an infintesimal isometry 
according to whether we apply the hypotheses of (a) or (b) or (c) respectively. This 
proves (a), (b) and (c). 
That K* is the mean curvature one-form associated with this conformally altered 
metric follows immediately as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. All the remaining assertions 
follow exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 0 
Remark 3.2. To obtain the result that V[X, Y] was an infinitesimal homothetic trans- 
formation along the plaques in Theorem 3.1, one merely had to assume that dlc(X,Y) 
was basic. But to show that V[X,Y] is an infinitesimal isometry on the plaques, one 
must have that drc(X,Y) = 0. 
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4. Results for foliations admitting Kkihler leaves 
We now consider foliations on Riemannian manifolds whose leaves are complex 
Kahler manifolds. Specifically, suppose V is a transversely oriented foliation on an 
oriented Riemannian manifold M as before. Suppose in addition, there is a tensor J on 
M of type (1,1) so that when restricted to any leaf of V, J is the complex structure of 
that leaf. Thus, J induces a complex structure on each of the leaves of V, although M 
itself need not be assumed to be a complex manifold. Let X be any basic vector field. 
Recall from [8] that a basic vector field respects the complex structure of the leaves of 
V provided [X, JW] = J[X,W] f or all vertical vector fields W. Then using the above 
definition and the Jacobi identity, we showed in [8] that if basic vector fields respect 
the complex structure of the leaves, then V[X,Y] is an infinitesimal automorphism 
of the complex structure induced on the leaves by J. We state this formally as follows. 
Proposition 4.1. Under the assumptions on V and M in this section, if X and Y 
are basic and if basic vector fields respect the complex structure of the leaves of V, 
then for any vertical vector W, 
PLV’I, JW = JPW,Yl,Wl, (11) 
and so V[X,Y] is an infinitesimal automorphism of the complex structure J of the 
leaves of V on each of the plaques of the leaves or on the leaves of V where V[X,Y] 
is defined. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward and uses the Jacobi identity, Lemma 1.2 and the 
above hypotheses. See [8]. 0 
We are now in a position to state an analogue of Theorem 3.1 for foliations on A4 
with Kahlerian leaves. 
Theorem 4.2. Let V be a transversely oriented foliation on an oriented Riemannian 
manifold M with Riemannian metric (. , .). Suppose there exists a tensor J of type (1,l) 
on M so that the restriction of J to a leaf of V induces a complex structure on that leaf. 
Assume further that with respect to the induced complex structure and metric each leaf 
of V is Kiihler manifold and that basic vector fields respect the complex structure of the 
leaves of V. Suppose X and Y are basic vector fields defined on some neighborhood U 
of a compact leaf L of V. If the mean curvature one-form FC associated with the metric 
(. , .) on M is closed, then it is basic and the infinitesimal automorphism V[X, Y] of the 
induced complex structure on L is in fact an infinitesimal isometry on L. Moreover, 
these geometric properties are independent of the particular choice of representative of 
the basic cohomology class [K]. In fact, if K* = rc+da where u is a basic function on M, 
then V[X,Y] remains an infinitesimal isometry on L with repsect to the conformally 
altered Klihler metric e-(2/r)a(. , .) on M. 
If V is bundle-like with respect to the metric (. , .), then V remains bundle-like with 
respect to the conformally altered metric given above. If V is bundle-like and either (i) 
M is compact or (ii) all the leaves of V are compact, then if r~ is basic FC is closed. 
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Proof. Since X and Y respect the complex structure of the leaves, it follows from 
Proposition 4.1 that V[X,Y] is an infiniteismal automorphism of the complex struc- 
ture on the leaf L. Hence, the complex vector field V[X,Y] - iJV[X, Y] associated 
with V[X, Y] is holomorphic by Theorem 4.2 of Kobayashi’s book [16]. If additionally, 
V[X,Y] has zero divergence, then by Theorem 4.3 of [16], V[X,Y] is an infinitesimal 
isometry along L. But by (2) th is is exactly what happens when K is closed. The rest 
of the theorem follows just like the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 3.2 provided we make 
the following observations: 
a) V[X,Y] remains an infinitesimal automorphism of the complex structure of a leaf, 
even when the metric is altered conformally, since conformal alteration of the metric 
leaves the horizontal distribution unchanged. Thus, basic vector fields stay basic vector 
fields. 
b) The conformally altered metric e-(2/p)a(. , .) w h en restricted to each leaf is an 
Hermitian metric, since (. , .) is Hermitian. 
c) J is parallel along the leaf with respect to the induced Levi-Civita connection 
Vfi associated with the conformally altered metric on L. To see this note J is parallel 
with respect to the original induced connection on L, VII, so, 
0 = (VDvJ)W = VDv(JW) - J(VDVW), (12) 
for all vertical vector fields V and IV. Now VDvW = VDvW by formula (4) above 
and the fact that when 4 = (-l/p) u is basic, V4 = W4 = 0 and grad $ is basic and 
hence horizontal. Thus, we see immediately from (12) that J is parallel with respect 
to Vfi. This completes the proof of observation (c) and with it the proof of Theorem 
4.2. Cl 
Example 4.3. Consider the fibration 
s2 - CP(2n + 1) 
II 1 
&P(n) 
where CP(2n + 1) represents complex projective 2n + 1 space with sectional curvature 
assuming values in [ 1,4] and QP(n) quaternionic projective n space. Then this fibration 
can be made into a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibers S2. One checks 
easily that basic vector fields respect the complex structure of the leaves and that the 
other requirements of the last part of Theorem 4.2 are all satisfied. Then V[X,Y] is 
an infinitesimal isometry of each leaf of the foliation of CP(2n + 1) determined by the 
fibers of II. For more details, see [8]. 
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